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Standing by for the special meeting of the Accessibility
Advisory Committee in a couple of minutes, picking up where
we left off on the December agenda. Stand by for live tweets:

MEETING PREVIEW: Accessibility Advisory Committee for December 2…
In the last official City of Guelph committee function of 2022, the Accessibility
Advisory Committee will meet for the first time this term to talk about a couple of
pressing issues and do some ori…

https://guelphpolitico.ca/2022/12/18/meeting-preview-accessibility-advisory-committee-…

Deputy Clerk Dylan McMahon will be leading the meeting until we finally elect a chair and

vice chair. Motion to approve the agenda today is carried. No Declaration of Conflict of

Interest.

First item is the discussion of the Advisory Committee Chair and Vice-Chair Role and

Responsibilities, which includes agenda planning, meeting flow and etiquette, procedural

rulings, overall meeting efficiency and effectiveness, plus co-ordination with staff.

Chair meets 2-weeks ahead with accessibility staff to look at what's coming up next meeting,

what items are timely, what item requests need to be considered, how many items can they

cover in the two-hours allocated, etc.

McMahon goes on to describe the Procedural Bylaw, which are there to ensure the

transparent and thoughtful business of committee is productive. Having to stop the meeting

to talk about procedure is not a great look.
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It's the chair's job to keep the meeting moving, and to make sure everyone's keeping to the

Code (of Conduct).

No Surprises, No Ambushes.

McMahon says that staff will work hard to make are that all committee members have the

information they need for the meeting in a timely manner.

Member Stienstra says getting motions and questions ahead of time seems to defeat the

purpose of the the meeting, which is mean to share ideas (IHO). It undercuts the role of

critical engagement.

McMahon says any committee member can bring forward and motion or question, but it's

about staff getting the best possible information to the committee, and if they have that lead

time, they can get members better information and thus more effective decision making.

Stienstra says she doesn't mind if staff want to come back with more information at the next

meeting. Sees the comments as aspirational, but doesn't want the expectation. McMahon

says he's offering it as a best practice.

Q from the Committee Room: How do we balance committee-drive matters and staff-driven

ones? Accessibility staffer Cunneyworth says some topics are required consult under AODA,

also depends on where topic is in staff projects. Knows early engagement is important to

AAC.

Cunneyworth says it can be a tricky balance, it depends on where the topic fits best in agenda

& committee mmbrs can always reach to the chair or staff for insight. McMahon adds that

they could probably have 8-hr meet once a week, but it's also about committee's time,

commitment.
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We're now nominating chair and vice-chair. Member Svehla nominates Lorelei Root for

chair. Root says that her focus as chair will be to continue to work with staff to give

committee more opportunities to speak in meetings and not just hear from staff.

Root's the only nominee, and all members vote in favour.

Root nominates Deborah Stienstra as vice, but she declines the nomination citing too much

work stuff on their plate right now. Mike Ashkewe nominates himself. Root nominates

Janette Svehla who also accepts.

Ashkewe says he wold like to see more of a relationship between the disability community &

the City especially with newer progressive council. Svehla says that a number of her family

members have invisible disabilities, which she calls "the final frontier" & has organised on

this

The call dropped (stupid Teams) so I missed who won the vice election.

We now pick up where we left off last month with the orientation.

Significant topics expected for 2023:  

*playground service levels and other parks projects 

*site plan review process 

*going beyond AODA and OBC minimums 

*Transit updates

*Review of patio guidelines for 2024 recommendations.
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We're now covering delegation procedures:

Ashkewe asks if its possible to get printed copies to the electronic resources for the

committee. Several other members also ask for printed copies so Cunneyworth asks anyone

interested to email here.

Cunneyworth invites anyone attending this meeting virtually that they get a tour of city hall.

(Everyone in-person at the meeting today will get a tour after today's meeting).

Speaking of tour stops, Cunneyworth notes the accessibility features of the council chambers,

including the new delegates podium that changes height depending on the delegate.

Ashkewe asks about getting some kind of badge or pin that might identified members of the

AAC, it would help with team building. McMahon says if the AAC is interested in something

like that, it's doable.
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Svehla asks about the Oct-Dec minutes, and now there's January and that seems a bit

burdensome. Asks if AAC can get minutes the week. Cunneyworth says she can have the Jan

minutes ready by next week.

McMahon adds that there will be a member of the clerks office at the AAC meetings and a

couple of other committees for the first part of the year, and that should help with the

turnaround of meeting minutes. Also, the committee meeting minutes might also have a

different look.

Moving on to the next item: Annual Play Equipment Lifecycle Project Process Review and

2023 Early Engagement

I interrupt to note that I now know that Ashkewe was elected vice-chair. Now on with the

meeting...

Stefan Ilic, Park Planning Technologist, is presenting and recalls from the August meeting

staff's commitment to get the AAC input sooner in the process. Dovercliffe Park. Howitt Park

& University Village Park currently planned for new equipment. Public feedback still in

Phase 1.

Engagement was open from Nov 29 to Dec 15 and staff asked: What kind of equipment you

would like to see? What you like about the existing playground? And if there are any specific

accessibility features, you would like to see included.

Ilic says staff wants AAC to give them some information/feedback for the design process

before the RFP (request for proposals) is written. Svelha asks if the AAC is consulted on the

RFPs when complete. They are not, that's outside of the scope of the AAC b/c it's purchasing.

The equipment's got to comply with the following standards:
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All the playgrounds in Guelph right now with a rubber surface:

Ashkewe says in Royal City Park there's a wheelchair accessible swing so features for a kid

with mobility devices would be nice. Maybe we can use local artists to design specialized

equipment (?).

Ilic says there are a few factors, like budget, that might limit ambitions. He says that when

rubber's added there are more changes to the equipment than you (or he) might think. The 3

sites for 2023 have a lot of space, so there are are more opportunities here than other places.

He also adds that there are maintenance concerns because the rubber surface doesn't last as

long in the Canadian climate.

Shannon asks about the metrics to determine which parks got rubberised surface. Ilic said

Herb Markle Park got rubber b/c staff didn't think it was a great idea to add wood chips in a

termite zone. They also focus on community parks vs. neighbourhood parks.

Any plan for pathways between the sidewalk and the playground? Illic says that will be part

of the project.

Member Beitz says there needs to be an eye on inclusion, not just about having the

"disabled" spot on the playground but integrate the various aspects so that they don't feel

like they stand out.

Ashkewe asks how many playgrounds are in the city. Ilic says about 100. Ashkewe asks if

there's ever been an audit of all the playground in Guelph by someone w/ disabled

experience? Ilic says not to his knowledge. Access Project Specialist Leanne Warren said that

can be arranged.

Root adds that shade for kids with photosensitivity needs to be a consideration. Having a

safe place to sit and easy access to accessibly washrooms. She notes that the park washrooms

at Riverside are locked in the winter.

Ilic says that Howden Crescent Park will take into account shade, but says that he doesn't

know a lot about washroom access (different department) and the washrooms are out of

scope for these specific projects.

Next up is Review of Post Municipal Election Accessibility Report with Jennifer Slater, the

manager, Information, Privacy and Elections/Deputy City Clerk.
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Actually, Carrie Murray-Sprague, the Council and Committee Coordinator from the clerks

office is presenting. Some bullet points about the 2022 election:

Murray-Sprague says that she hopes council will keep the Vote from Home option for the

next election, but will hopefully do some more targeted marketing. Although the Braille

Sleeves didn't arrive on time, the CNIB rep sys they were a really good product.

Feedback? Some said online was a preferred option even though it wasn't offered. Also

wanted better signage, didn't like having to walk past unmasked people to get to the mask-

only voting location at city hall, vote by mail was not latex safe, more training needed for

staff.

2026 options (but Murray-Sprague notes that it's all dependent on council approval):

All this info is going to be shared in a report to council.
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• • •

Root notes that all everyone from the disabled community she's heard from did not like the

Vote from Home option & neither did the AAC (not accessible enough). On masks, need to

remember it's not just about COVID, people who are immunocompromised are helped when

others mask up.

Ashkewe suggests that having more mobility buses available on Election Day would be a big

help.

Murray-Sprague said masking is pretty easy to do, so they'll recommend that. Buses? There

were a lot of issues out of the clerks hands that day. Member Lowenger asks about election

dates.

Slater says election date is legislated by the Province, so Guelph doesn't get a say (although

comms team did a lot of work on that early). Staff are planning to come back early and often

about elxn updates.

On Vote from Home, Slater says staff knows that there's not a lot of support, but there was

one family unable to access any other remote method and had no interest access, so Vote

from Home worked them.

We're at the end of time, so that's meeting adjourned!
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